2nd Floor Wireless Access Points

- Ceiling Taps 2355, 2356 (outside Rm223)
- Ceiling Taps 2351, 2352 (outside Rm208)
- Ceiling Taps 2357, 2358 (outside Rm206)
- Ceiling Taps 2374, 2375 (outside Rm244)
- Ceiling Taps 2378, 2379 (outside Rm263)
- Ceiling Taps Xxxx, Xxxx (Rm298 ceiling soffet)

SOE# Channel 1
IP= 128.114.63.xx

SOE# Channel 6
IP= 128.114.63.xx

SOE# Channel 12
IP= 128.114.63.xx
3rd Floor Wireless Access Points

Ceiling Taps XXXX, XXXX (outside Rm)

Ceiling Taps XXXX, XXXX (outside Rm)

Ceiling Taps XXXX, XXXX (outside Rm)

SOE#
Channel 6
IP= 128.114.63.xx

SOE#
Channel 12
IP= 128.114.63.xx

SOE#
Channel 1
IP= 128.114.63.xx

SOE#
Channel 6
IP= 128.114.63.xx

Ceiling Taps 3342, 3343 (outside Rm316)

Ceiling Taps 3346, 3347 (outside Rm302A)

Ceiling Taps 3464, 3465 (outside Rm395)

Ceiling Taps 23468, 3469 (outside Rm375)
4th Floor Wireless Access Points

Ceiling Taps
Xxxx, xxxx
(outside Rmxxx)

Ceiling Taps
Xxxx, xxxx
(outside Rmxxx)

Ceiling Taps
Xxxx, xxxx
(outside Rmxxx)

Ceiling Taps
Xxxx, xxxx
(outside Rmxxx)

Ceiling Taps
Xxxx, xxxx
(outside Rmxxx)

Ceiling Taps
Xxxx, xxxx
(outside Rmxxx)

Ceiling Taps
Xxxx, xxxx
(outside Rmxxx)

Ceiling Taps
Xxxx, xxxx
(outside Rmxxx)

Ceiling Taps
Xxxx, xxxx
(outside Rmxxx)

Ceiling Taps
Xxxx, xxxx
(outside Rmxxx)

Ceiling Taps
4350, 4351
(outside Rm406)

Ceiling Taps
4561, 4562
(outside Rm491)

Ceiling Taps
4563, 4564
(outside Rm482)

SOE#
Channel 1
IP= 128.114.63.xx

SOE#
Channel 6
IP= 128.114.63.xx

SOE#
Channel 12
IP= 128.114.63.xx
5th Floor Wireless Access Points

Ceiling Taps 5345, 5346 (outside Rm514)

Ceiling Taps 5337, 5338 (outside Rm501D)

Ceiling Taps 5511, 5512 (outside Rm592)

Ceiling Taps 5513, 5514 (outside Rm581)

Ceiling Taps 5515, 5516 (outside Rm575)

SOE# Channel 6
IP= 128.114.63.xx

SOE# Channel 12
IP= 128.114.63.xx

SOE# Channel 1
IP= 128.114.63.xx

SOE# Channel 6
IP= 128.114.63.xx